by the peace of 1783 with Great Britain we, did not succeed in securing her good will. It is impossible to review the character of our relations between that event and the war of 1812 without
**'
becoming sensible of the great extent to which the prejudices en-
r	gendered by the Eevolution had retained their bitterness and pre-
vented the just influence of our conduct in that struggle in extort-
%	iQg ner respect towards us as a nation.    She taunted us with our
'.*	weakness,  railed   at   our  fir-built   frigates,   lightly  estimated  our
prowess and our resources and despised our reiterated declarations
~	of a necessity and a determination to resort to arms for a redress of
^        .	wrongs.    Those who are familiar with the events of that period
know that this is not an exaggerated description of the then actual state of things. It became one too humiliating to be longer borne by a people who cherished a proper self respect and drove us to a declaration of war before we had completed our preparations. Great Britain embarked in it under an exulting sense of
£	the  disparity,  favorable to her, between the contest then before
«\	her and that by which our independence had been rescued from
V.	her grasp, when she was under the necessity of transporting large
armies to a distant shore and to support them there for a period
~~	as indefinite as that required not only to subdue but also to secure
continued dominion over a brave people distributed over thirteen States and animated by an almost universal determination to be free. Chastisement, not conquest was now the object, and that could
tji:	be abundantly accomplished by sweeping our commerce from the
r   -	ocean, by the annihilation of our comparatively feeble navy and
C"	by setting the torch to a few of our principal towns.    Of her ability
*•>' .  ,.	to  inflict these injuries with comparatively little loss to herself
"•v	she did not entertain the slightest doubt; perhaps no Government
•***.'   '	ever entered upon a similar undertaking with more unbounded as-
surance. Of the military operations of that war it is sufficient for
the purpose for which the subject is introduced to say that they
terminated in the disappointment of her confident expectations. The
results of the battles that were fought, on sea and land, so far from
;	furnishing matter of satisfaction and exultation to the Govern-
O
-	ment and people of England filled them with amazement not unac-
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